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by Sue Spaid

My husband and I recently updated our wills. I know… morbid thought. As
we were doing the update, I was adamant with the attorney that I wanted
NBRAN in the will. Our church and the rescue will benefit upon our passing.
I know people don’t like to think about wills and death and all that
unpleasant stuff, but it is a fact of life we all have to face.
I wonder how many of us think about leaving something to continue the good work of the rescue? We all
want to take care of our kids and family- that is important- but leaving a little something for a charity is a
good way to leave a lasting legacy.
Attorneys are adept at drawing up wills and can help you make sure your wishes are taken care of. Since I
have been president, NBRAN has benefited from the generosity of several folks who remembered us in their
wills. Planning for the end of life is becoming more important in this crazy time we are all living in pre-Covid
as well as mid-Covid.
If you are interested in adding NBRAN to your will, but have questions, I would be happy to talk to you. Just
email me at brittsrgr8@gmail.com and we can set up a time to talk. Most attorneys want the 501C3
document and I can share with you how to obtain that. I have spoken to several attorneys in the past year
who were setting up estates for folks who named NBRAN as a beneficiary in their will. I am happy to talk to
you or your attorney. My president’s letter is usually more upbeat and happy, so I apologize for the talk of
death and estates. But, it is important for me to think about the continuation of the rescue for many years
to come. It would be a wonderful thing if there were no Brittanys that needed rescued. It would be great to
no longer need a rescue, but I don’t see that coming in the near future. As president, I am charged with the
financial well-being of the organization and it’s continuation. I have a great
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board and we are doing well now, but I have to always be looking to the
future. So, if you would like to chat about remembering NBRAN in your
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DAISY’S ADOPTION
Debra Beeuwsaert
I lost my Kenze (orange and white Brittany) to a grand mal seizure on Jun 24, 2020
at almost 10 years of age. I was devastated, and my mother who has dementia kept
asking where Kenze was. I have always been a dog lover so decided to adopt a
Brittany as I had two Brittanies previously. I applied at NBRAN and worked with
Georgene Norris, MI Coordinator. We conversed a number of times, and Georgene
informed me she felt she had the perfect Brittany for me. Little did I know,
Georgene worked with Lisa Langeneckert, MO Coordinator, to work their magic. When I
met up with Phil who transported Daisy to me I just knew Daisy was meant to be with
me. Daisy was a bit hesitant to come into my vehicle; but I had a treat, and she was
a great rider in the car.
I had been advised Daisy could be a runner, and yes she did run twice on me due to
her keen hunting instincts. Both times she returned to my voice and was shaking due
to being lost and cuddled into me.
Daisy is learning new commands; but I believe she has me trained. Her latest
command is “shake”, so she gets a small piece of cheese. If I ask her to shake and I
do not have cheese, she is more hesitant on shaking her paw with me! Her other known
commands are sit, stop and whoa, come, let’s walk or walkie, walk easy (so as not to
pull), heel and turn (which is on our walks.
With mom, Daisy knows when to jump up on the couch next to her, and Daisy gives mom
a kiss, then turns to have her belly rubs. Daisy could easily become a therapy dog
if her energy levels decreased slightly.
Daisy has been such a blessing, so if I could say just one thing – please adopt
through NBRAN. Also thank you to Georgene Norris and Lisa Langeneckert, and all of
the great state coordinators, fosters and transporters, you are all a blessing.
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Two are Better than One!
By Suzanne Burrows

In November of 2018, we lost our 14-year old beloved Brittany Spaniel “Freckles,” who’d been with us since she was a 3month old puppy. She was the best family dog we could have asked for, and we were crushed when she died. At the time, our
son was a sophomore in college and our daughter was due to graduate from high school that following June and then on to
college in the fall – and with that the prospect of transitioning to empty nest. Bob and I were excited for a new stage in our
lives, which we would fill with travel, shows, concerts, museums, and restaurants, among other active living pursuits. During
the summer and fall of 2019 and into the winter of 2020, we were enjoying all of these aspects of empty-nester lifestyle. Then
came COVID-19 and with it an abrupt end to all of those activities. Our daughter returned from college and we were both required to work from home. And as a result, we began to see space in our life once again for a dog. Thus began our search.
We found NBRAN because, of course, we wanted another Brittany and to open our home to an adopted dog during such challenging times was the right approach for us this time and, moreover, it just felt right in the face of the pandemic. Given our
relatively recent heartbreak, we hoped to adopt a younger dog. There were over 50 adoption applications for the first dog,
Jake, in whom we expressed interest but ultimately did not get. Although we were disappointed, Lisa Giddings, our NBRAN
representative, assured us that if we stayed the course, we would find a good match. Sure enough, and true to her word, a
week later Lisa called with an interesting proposition. Would we possibly be interested in adopting two dogs? Although our
immediate inclination was “no,” after listening to the compelling story of this bonded pair (a 2-year old female Brittany,
“Chicky,” and a 5-year old female dachshund, “Emas”), we decided to explore the opportunity. Their owner had served our
country and was afflicted with cancer, so he could not continue to care for them. Importantly, he wanted them to be adopted
together. They were in Texas and we reside in Washington, DC. Distance did not prove an insurmountable hurdle for NBRAN,
and after we watched the videos of Chicky and Emas and spoke to their foster parents about these little charmers, we decided
to move forward.
Chicky and Emas were brought to our doorstep by car caravan. Two days and 20 kind and gracious volunteer drivers later,
many who sent photos along the way, we greeted Chicky and Emas in our yard late on an evening in late May of this year, the
day after my birthday. Since that initial encounter, these two have brought such love and joy into our lives. They are constant
companions, both of each other as well as Bob and me. Emas even sleeps on top of Chicky on occasion. Chicky instigates playful trouble by pushing Emas around and fake growling at her. They prefer to eat from the same bowl, even if individual servings are offered. We are now fairly convinced that Emas is in fact a Jackshund (dachshund and Jack Russell mix) because of her
ability to leap and jump. They have such a fun time chasing squirrels and birds in our fenced yard and barking at all who come
near. They are both cuddly, and Chicky tries to be a lap dog like Emas despite her size (clearly mimicking the example set by
her primary role model). They love long walks and hikes, and despite her short stature, Emas handily keeps up with Chicky’s
pace. From the photos, you’ll see what adorable girls they are. You can imagine how much fun we have with them!
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(Editor’s Note: Pam Bursen shared the story of Iris who she had fostered in the Sept. Newsletter. Iris’s forever mom shared this
update with the NBRAN family)

IRIS UPDATE
In the third quarter newsletter readers met Iris. Since she has now lived with me for almost six months, it’s time for an update!
First, however, I would like to thank NBRAN and their volunteers for a remarkable transportation system. Iris left her foster
home in Arkansas on a Saturday morning, spent the night in a home in Amarillo, and met me in northern Arizona on Sunday
evening. All along the way I received updates and a few photos, letting me know how she was doing and where she was. It was
an amazing experience, at the end of which I met my new little buddy!
And “little” is the correct word. My husband, who passed away a couple of years ago, and I have had Brits since 1971, and many
were on the smaller side, but I do believe Iris is the smallest ever. She is a very solid 27 pounds but tiny in stature, has the most
bubbly personality, and a serious love of running. Every morning she does laps in my large lower yard, probably covering about
a half mile before she is ready to join her calmer sister Lily for breakfast.
Morning hours are spent either outside hunting and pointing everything from tweety birds to lizards (sorry girls, no squirrels on
this property, and the bunnies are too smart to tempt you) or laying in front of the sliding glass door watching for movement.
When spotted, there is an instant and vocal “request” to be let out. Also, no doggie door here, the desert has way too many
unattractive creatures who might make use of the same door.
By afternoon both Lily and Iris are ready for a nap, and more often than not, Iris adopts the four-feet-in-the-air pose whether
she is napping in a chair or on her dog bed. Then there is more playtime followed by dinner and more napping. At night both
dogs sometimes share the second bed in my bedroom, often touching each other, although as fall has made its way into the
desert, Iris has shown a fondness for snuggling with me.
And I must share Iris’s most unique habit: from the very first night she spent out of a crate (she actually only spent two or three
nights in a crate, and then I let her join Lily and me on beds in the bedroom), she watches for my movement in the early
morning, and when she knows I am awake she drapes herself across my neck, back to front, and just lays there. It’s a very
unique experience, and one that I’ve never previously had.
Iris is a wonderful companion and the source of much laughter, a big plus in these difficult times. Lily and I are both grateful to
NBRAN for letting her become part of our family.
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And then there were 7!
By Deb Strayer
We were not actually thinking of adding to our family but then I got a message from Chris Eddinger. She
thought she remembered that we had been looking for an older male Britt. She went on to tell me about a
sweet old man in Pennsylvania who was ready to find a forever home. He had been dumped by someone
and ended up at a shelter. Thankfully the shelter contacted NBRAN who was able to arrange a foster for
him before he would have been put to sleep. He was in bad shape, almost certainly had never seen a vet.
NBRAN saw to it that he got all the medical care he needed while at his wonderful foster home with
Michael and Grace Levering.
They did a great job of teaching him what it was like to be an inside dog and get the love he deserved. Nobody really knows how old he is, but probably at least 11. So anyway, I told Chris that I wasn’t sure...mainly
because we already have 3 senior dogs. But of course I kept thinking about him and asking more questions....and then my heart told me that we should say yes.
First of all, we had room and we have had 7 dogs before. Next...I’m retired so I am home...along with the
fact that we’re going through the pandemic and so we aren’t going out much anyway....but mostly because
by giving him a home, it would open up a spot in a foster home to save another life. But of course, I
thought it was really meant to be because he’d been given the name “Murray”....so he fits right in our
family of Baseball Britts....for Hall of Famer, Eddie Murray! So, he moved in last night and all the other kids
are accepting him well. Today he spent the beautiful day outside enjoying the piles of leaves and hunting
squirrels with his new siblings. I think it is working out well for all.
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Never the Same
By Rebecca Gallardo
We adopted our sweet boy Finn aka “Andre” on August 13, 2020 and our lives
have never been the same in the best way possible. We were thinking of
getting a second dog for our boy Solo who needed a companion. As things
happen sometimes, my husband met someone who was taking care of a foster
and could not keep him, but he was an amazing dog. We found out more about
him and we were interested. As timing would have it, the Foster had a family
emergency and needed another foster family ASAP. We agreed and thought it
would be a great opportunity to see how it would go. I fell head over heels at
first sight. He was precious, personality and love for days. He was not in the
best health due to complications from his neutering experience days prior, but
he got better and I knew in my heart right away he was our boy and I was
going to take care of him. I can’t imagine life without him and the entire
adoption experience with NBRAN had been a joy and our hearts are full. I
have attached some photos of our little love. Thanks for everything!!
Becca, Manuel, Solo & Finn
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Bella
Last year our family had to make the difficult decision not once but twice to put down two wonderful
senior (15 yrs old) dogs. They were our family. We didn’t think we wanted to go through those losses
again. It was very painful. When we saw Bella’s profile pop up one day, we instantly knew she belonged
with us. It’s been almost a year now since we adopted our sweet Bella. She is such a big part of our
family. We love her to death. Our grandson adores her and she has bonded with our Bassett Hound,
Molly instantly. She loves to go camping where we walk the trails and go kayaking. We can’t thank you
enough for the joy you have given us.

She goes to the office with me.
It such a hard day for her.

She enjoys spending time with our grandson.

She really loved the beach. It’s a joy to
see her running in the sand.

Candy Butterworth
Karen Murgas
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A Lucky Break for Bo Bo
By Kathy Miller
GA/Shiloh was brought into rescue on Valentine’s Day 2019. I received a call from an owner who I had taken
many dogs from over the years. Apparently Shiloh had broken his leg while out in the woods doing some
training with his owner and was at the vet in AL being assessed. Once the X-Ray's were reviewed and it was
confirmed his leg was indeed broken, the owner felt he couldn't afford to have his leg repaired, he asked his
wife to call NBRAN.
Of course we would take him, and all the arrangements were made to transfer Shiloh to the UGA School of
Veterinary Medicine's Small Animal Hospital the next day. While he was waiting for his transfer his vet
stabilized his leg and made sure he was comfortable. I met Shiloh and his Owner the next day and took him
to Athens, GA where he was admitted to the ER and given lots of love and the best care. He had surgery to
place a plate and 8 screws. He stayed a week and we received calls twice a day for his entire stay keeping us
updated on his progress.
The critical part was finding a foster that would Rehabilitate him and make sure he wouldn't do too much too
fast. Carla was just the perfect mom! Of course he gave this petite lady a run for her money. She hung in
there and got through the 8 week rehab stint.
When his stitches came out you would never know he had surgery. He looked as good as new and he also
had a forever home. Carla was totally in love with him. He also had a new name, Bo Bo. Most recently she
sent photos and he does anything he wants and nothing slows him down. Catching Lizards is his newest
hobby. Most amazing is he can frog those Brittany legs like nothing was ever broken!!
Kathy Miller
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The continuing saga of an NBRAN boy named Jake—D&Ls Southern Comfort Jake.
By Linda Joyce
A small crowd on a sloping South Carolina field stood near Jake. The waist-high grasses promised birds. Shortly, it would be
Jake’s turn on the field trial course. He strained against the leash. This was his time to shine. Don Clements, aka Dad, a Gunner,
and a small gallery of observers waited for the Judge’s signal.
The air was still, no breeze. Low humidity. Sun blazing. Worst field trial conditions.
Dad unleashed him.
Jake bolted. A blur of orange and white against a backdrop of shades of beige.
Birds. Birds. Birds. Where were the birds?
He ran and searched.
After a few minutes, off course, he failed to heed Dad’s “here” command. After all, he’d been training for this, and he had to
find birds. Had to. That’s what he was born to do.
But soaring temperatures on this Saturday proved to be the “hill too far” for Jake to show his stuff. Unseasonable eighty-six
degrees under a bright sun in October crashed Jake’s chances for a successful solo run in GUN at the Carolinas Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Field Trial.
Leading up to the UKC sanctioned event, one which welcomes all pointing dogs, not just French Brittanys (Epagneul Bretons—
EB), Jake, Dad, Mom, and EB brother, Max, had spent time training on property near their home in Georgia. All he had to do
was sniff out a bird, go on point, hold the point, let the Gunner flush and shoot the bird, then retrieve. Bird-dog heaven.
It was a drill he’d practiced with Dad and Momma, as well as with his trainer in North Carolina back in April and May.
Jake hunkered down when the lasso lead looped around his neck. His hard panting had prevented him from catching a whiff of
any quail. In the shade made by Dad’s shadow, Dad offered him water, but in only little sips.
“Jake, not a good run. But, boy, it’s not your fault.” Dad poured a little more water into the small bowl. “I couldn’t let you keep
going. Can’t let you overheat.”
Disappoint was a cloud when there were none in the sky. There would be other days of fun to run and find birds at a field trial.
But still, Jake hung his head.
“Day’s not over, Jakey.” Dad opened the truck door, and Jake hopped inside. Dad, Momma, Max and Jake bumped down a
steep dirt road with deep ruts. “We’re going to give this a try.” Dad put the leash back on Jake. “Water time.”
They headed to a large pond where other people and dogs gathered. The sun had dipped in the sky. The humidity climbed. A
shallow breath-of-a-breeze blew. Jake took his place with Dad while Momma positioned herself and Max to take pictures.
“You can do this, Jake.” Dad stroked Jake’s back. “I know you’ve only been in the water once, we haven’t trained for this, but
think of the bird as a tennis ball, and fetch it back to me.”
Dad released the leash. A man launched a bird into the water. Jake ran, took a dive off the spit of land and swam. Stealth-like
he moved, a gator gliding silently through the water. With no hesitation, he latched onto his target.
“Good boy, Jake! Fetch it here! Fetch it here.” Dad waved his arms. Jake changed direction, headed toward Dad on shore. No
splish. No splash. Just a silent glide.
Like he had hundreds of times, Jake retrieved. But usually, it was a tennis ball.
Jake dropped his prize. He shook, shaking off water from his nose to his stub tail. A vigorous twist sent water flying everywhere.
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That evening at dinner, the Dog Club hosted an awards banquet. Dad accepted the light blue ribbon for Jake’s WRT award.
(WRT=Water Retrieval Test.) It will be hung on the wall next to his TAN award (Test of Natural Ability). In a few months, Jake
will set his sights on a new course at a different field trial and work to get his first GUN award. It will put him on the path to a
UKC Gun Title.
Jake was rewarded with a trip to South Dakota to hunt pheasant and a trip to Kansas to hunt chukar and quail. There are now
birds in the freezer for cozy winter dinners.

** The journey of Jake is a blessing to our family. He loves life. He loves playing ball. He loves getting into the field to bird hunt
(though, he’s happy to stalk squirrels and rabbits, too.) In South Dakota, he was mesmerized by a herd of deer he’d disturbed
in a creek bed when hunting for pheasant. He locked his stance and stared when deer pranced away. There was no lead to
hold him back. He appeared to marvel at the beauty of the animals, their white tails bobbing as they leaped.
As for actual bird hunting, my husband will tell you, Jake is the best hunting dog he’s had. I will tell you, Jake’s the best cuddle
bug—wrapped in a throw on the couch in my lap snoozing while I watch TV. And Max will tell you, Jake is the best big brother,
wrestling partner, and hunting buddy ever.
Without question, D&Ls Southern Comfort Jake is a dog of many talents. And if you want to know more about Jake and his
journey with Max, they’re on Instagram @max_jake_britbros
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Brittanys are the Best!
By Nicole Siegel

I grew up with a Brittany (Lucy) who was 14 when she passed away in 2018. She was our
family’s first Brittany and the best representative of the breed. She was sweet, energetic, smart,
and cuddly.
This year, when I was ready to adopt my own dog and my parents were ready to adopt
another dog too, we were lucky to find two awesome rescues through NBRAN. My parents
adopted Murphy (11 months) and they live in Atlanta where Murphy spends his days barking at
squirrels, playing or napping with his toys, and following my parents to the pantry in case they pull
the treats out. Chip and I live in D.C., where Chip likes to stalk squirrels outside, bark at squirrels
through the window, and help teach virtual fourth grade.
We knew from Lucy that Brittanys are the best, but Chip and Murphy really sealed the deal.
Thank you to NBRAN for two awesome new family members!

Lucy

Murphy

Chip
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Abby Breaks Out of her Shell
Abby was a puppy mill breeder poor baby girl. We rescued her 6 year ago. After we gained her trust, she
is the best dog ever. So anyone thinking of rescuing a baby give them at least 6 months to come out of
their shell it is well worth it. She wouldn't get out of bed for a month. We wouldn't trade her for anything.
Mary Nichols
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Photo Gallery
Here is a current photo of Smokey, our Brittany adopted from NBRAN in
August 2020. He is getting ready to celebrate his first Holiday Season with us, David
and Suzanne Horsley. He is the perfect addition to our family and loves his fur siblings,
Mack (Scottish Terrier) and Maggie Mae, (mix reed). Smokey is 21 months old and his
adoption was facilitated by Tennessee Coordinator, DEBBIE TUTHILL and Georgia
Coordinator, KATHY MILLER. I am forever grateful to these two ladies, as well as
Smokey's foster family, Jeff and Bunny Adams. Also a huge thank you to NBRAN for
all they do for Brittanys across the United States and even abroad.
Warm wishes,
Suzanne Horsley and Smokey

Chloe, aka TN-Hollie, after recovering from badly broken ankle (thanks NBRAN!)
has become quite a serious hiker. Even completed Cumberland county hiking
marathon this fall.

Palmer had a bit of a rough start in his 1 1/2 years but as his foster mom, and probably
soon to be adoptive mom, he's coming along nicely. I think with a little more time he will
be a perfect, goofy, energetic and spoiled Brit as he should be! ❤ Thank you NBRAN!

Ivy stops at the car every time because she loves to GO. We walked at Arrow-S park
nearby. She is the best friend - thanks NBRAN for the work you do.
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Adoptions this quarter

CA Archie

CA Baby

CA Jet

DC Brandy

FL EJ

FL Maggie May

FL Mango

GA Romeo

GA Winston

KS Shelby

MI Lucky 2

MI Milo

MO Holly

NC Bob

NC Watson

NJ Barley

NJ Smoky

OH Roger

PA Berry

PA Billie

PA Chip

PA Cooper

PA Jupiter

PA Murray

PA Rosie

PA Woody

SC Cassidy

AL Andy
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Adoptions this quarter

SC Clete

SC Ellie

TN Bradley

TN Ranger

TX Bullit

TX Libby

TX Rigsley

TX Rory

TX Zack

TX Ziggy

WI Babe

WI Casey

SC Fletcher

SC Nelly

TN Riley

TX Alice

TX Luna

TX Mickey

TX Scout

TX Scout Too

VA Gordon

WA Asher
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In Memory at the Rainbow Bridge

Lynne Strehlow’s Manny

Joe & Mary’s Jessie
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Coordinator of the Quarter
The NBRAN Board of Directors selected Erin
Kennedy as the Coordinator of the Quarter.
Erin has been an Ohio NBRAN volunteer for
quite a few years now. She first volunteered to help in fostering and
also in driving transports under previous Ohio Coordinator &
Regional Director Gaye Bricker. Upon hearing that Gaye would be
retiring Erin stepped up to help fill the large need in Ohio left by
Gaye’s retirement. Since stepping into her new role as Ohio
Coordinator, Erin has continued to be tremendous asset to the Ohio
Team by answering owner surrender calls, and reaching out to
shelters when dogs are in need to help ensure no dogs in Ohio go
without NBRAN’s help. Erin also maintains a full time job in the
healthcare field, which is difficult in itself during this pandemic,
however Erin has never missed a beat to help NBRAN or a dog in
needed. She is a wonderful addition to the team in Ohio and great
asset to NBRAN. Thanks and Congratulations Erin!
——————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Volunteer of the Quarter
The NBRAN Board of Directors selected Jim Johnson of Louisiana for the Volunteer of the Quarter for
December. Jim is from Baton Rouge, LA and has been a volunteer and foster Dad for NBRAN for many
years. He has always been our "go-to" guy in Louisiana anytime we've needed a foster home, someone
to pull from a shelter, pick up an owner surrender or transport dogs to anywhere they need to go. Jim
has also been a great resource for rescue information since he also volunteers for other local rescue
organizations. He is currently fostering 2 hospice dogs for NBRAN. Sydney is a 14 year old female
Brittany mix with a congenital heart defect. Buddy is a 15 year old
male Brittany with severe arthritis and impaired mobility. No
matter the time or day, Jim has always made himself available to
NBRAN and the many dogs he cares for. We are very grateful for
dedicated volunteers like Jim who give so much of their time, love
and care to help dogs in need. Congratulations to Jim for being
selected the Volunteer of the Quarter!
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2020 Annual Fund Raising Appeal
A big thanks to all who contributed during our annual campaign. Your contribution is greatly appreciated!!
Contributions received November 1 through November 27, 2020

Diamond Level Contributor
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

None

Legacy Level Contributor
Contributor

Ann Rose
Kimberley Dall
Linda & Lars Larson

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

Marc Popkin
Patricia Lefebvre

Brewster

In Memory / In Honor of

Jason & Rusty

NBRAN Coordinators

Platinum Level Contributor
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Carol Gurski
Caroline Sychterz
Chana Lepman

Harvey Gurski Jr.
Beau

Gerald Hennessy
Gloria Englehart

Zippy
My Husband Steve & his Britts
Skeeter, Sadie, Mooch, Molly
& Pepper

Contributor

Henry Sulzman
Rob & Jean Bowman
Robert & Janice Korb &
Driver
Winifred Mccann

In Memory / In Honor of

Betty Bowman
Lexie

Gold Level Contributor
Contributor

Aaron Howe
Adam Shatek
Alison Trinkle
Amy Ryan
Anke Haug
Ann Grossman
Barbara Hollandsworth
Barbara Howard
Barbara Pigg
Betty Bostwick
Bill Erickson
Brian Rodden
Carol Galbraith
Catherine Giosta
Catherine Palczewski
Charles Burdsal
Christine Powers
Christopher Miller Christopher Rivers
Cindy Willis
Claudine & Doug Macdonald
Connie Orth
Dan Chambers
David Hayes
David Voeltz
Deborah Reeves
Deborah Strayer

In Memory / In Honor of

Our Dog Cooper
Phelan & Max
Steffi (Miley)
Jazzy
Eastwood
Our NBRAN Pup, Sadie
Pippen
Martin

Lillian & Katie

Contributor

Jeremy Herrington
Joan Clement
John & Marion Godfrey
John Kosin
John Pfeiffer
Joy Waterman-Zellers
Judith Busha
Judy Sullivan
Julie Mehle
Karen Berry
Karen Darnell
Karen Klein
Kathleen Brown
Kelli & Steve Wilkes
Kristen Floom
Leigh Ann Paich
Linda Powell
Lisa Smith

In Memory / In Honor of

Brittany ranger Clement
Buckley
Our Brit, Ranger
Abigail

Ester, Joey & Loius

Marcia Zakrajsek
Marie-Jeanne Dyer
Ty and Zackary
Little Dog
All our Dogs

Martin Pope
Maryann Chappelear
Melinda Musick
Merrilee Eisen
Michael Carlson

Gaye Bricker
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Patricia C Popw
Chris Behnke & Tressel
Bently (Benelli)
Claire

Gold Level Contributor (Continued)
Contributor

Debra Beeuwsaert
Denise Harkins
Diana Anderson
DIMITRIOS ZERVAS
Don & Dawn Lee
Elaine Long
Eliane Richards
Emily Bainter
Faith Adsit
Frances Bull
Francis Russo
Frank Tiralla
Gary & Margaret Shapiro
Geri Sen
Griffin Sheehy
Harold Jackson
Heather Cline
Helen Edwards
Herb Skovronek
Hillary Sheehy
Holly Lamb
Holt Guysi
Jack Schooley
Jared Sundberg
Jean Bengsch
Jeff & Sheree Fleming
Jennifer & Peter Bartos
Jennifer Bower

In Memory / In Honor of

Abigail & Kenzie

All our Britt Rescues
NBRAN

Tilly & Missy

Abby
Chevy & Molly Pops

Penny, Annie & Jenifer

Jessie & Janie

Contributor

Paulette Starkey
Peter & Mary Klabunde
Rebecca Lindsey
Richard Scovel
Robyn Brewster
Ron & Susan Pecci
Russelline Steinbuhler
Sandra Geisenhof
Scott Einsmann
Scott Fast
Shari Felton
Sharon Tarapchak
Sherman & Carole Levey
Sofia Evangelista
Sue Robb
Susan Desjardins
Susan Tripp
Suzanne Ford
Terry Phillips
Thomas Frazier
Tiffany Bass
Tim Fires
Tom & Patricia Nickerson
Tom Mauter
Vickie & Mike Levi
Wilson & Kristin Ayala
Yvonne Brockman

In Memory / In Honor of

Maggie

Morey
Orange Julius, LuLu, Cosmos,
Lacy, Frankie, Tango, Sassy &
Roseanne
The Chained Britt from PA
Hardy, Wally Jo, & Scuffy
Owen

Willie

Mango (formerly Pearl)
Healey
Nicolas
Josh

Mavrick & Bruno

Bucky

Silver Level Contributor
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Abigail Petrilla
Allen Rifenburg
Ammiel Najar
Andrew Westhof
Arnold & Pat Rotellini
Barbara Hollandsworth
Barbara Miller
Barry Linstrom
Bob Andrew
Bob Ann & Kari James
Brenda Cooper
Brenda Sauvageau
Brigitta Oesterreich
Brook Nelson
Carolyn Heiserman
Carrie Mueller
Cassie Tarbet
Catherine Long

Angela Sloan

Joanne Omtvedt
John & Mary Serletic
Joyce Castellucci
Judy Gluvna
Karen Hartt
Karen Jacobson
Karen Jones
Karen Stewart
karl mayer
Karyn Waxman
Kathleen Lawlor
Kathryn & Charles Petty
Kathryn Ustica
Kathy Moe
Kayla Coe
Kelly Docauer
Kristina Curatolo
Lauren Womble

Nike & Tootsie
Buffy
Charlie

Tonka
Jazzy
Abby & Sport
Charlotte Berkland
Geri Andrew
Millie & Sunshine Millie

Hannah
Jack & Jazzy
Jessie
Lizzy
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My Brittany Bud
Brittany Rose
Copper & Mandy
Courtney M Mills

Nancy Haase
McIntosh AKA Maxx from Iowa
Gordy

Silver Level Contributor (Contined)
Charles Lewis
Charles Moore
Charon Coonfield
Cheryl Kapusta
Cindy Smith
Corey & Mona Murray
Dan & Geri Tuertscher
Danny Hudson
David & Connie Vinci
David Davis
David Granholm
David Smith
Debbie & Bob Bayer
Deborah Broockerd
Debra Debeers
Denise Davis
Denise Turgeon
Dennis Brown
Diane Dousharm
Donald Mcwilliams
Donna Archambault
Donna Bukovi
Doris Druid

Lewis & Pam Burson
Linda Arnold
Linda R Routzon
Lisa Marrs
Alex Smith
Liz Bays
Lori Hanlon
Ginger
Louise Reynolds
Mary Cifarelli
Molly, Buddy & Libby
Mary Lefevre
Cody & Hunter
Mary Nichols
Mary Sparling
Britt, Benji, Jasmine & Rowan Mary Whetstone
Mathewson Patti
Matthew Bond
Ruger, My little Girl
Maureen Mascoli
Moose - 2017 NBRAN Rescue Maureen Sangiorgio
Michael Mcchesney
Dobby
Miriam Gerrietts
Fritz, Alfie & Spanky
Morrie Schwinden
Ginger & Peggy
Nicholas & Eunice Smith
Nicole Summitt
Miss Ginger & Ginger 2
Norman Fivel
Ginger & Dixie, our beloved
Olivia Hudson
Rainbow Britts
Dwight Tracy
Patty And Pete Hefferan
Edward & Pearl Hunsicker Cody
Paul Masengarb
Elizabeth Blair
Peggy Williams
Eric Rossetti
Lucky & Bella
Pennie Reese
Eriel Frank Barcenas
Penny Doyle
Erin Lynn
Sadie
Peter Rinaldi
Eugene Moyer
Phyllis Leone
Figueroa Dick
Ralph Brunza
Forrest Lewis
Raviel Veazey
Frances Hauser
Rebecca Willhoft
Frances Hauser
Reece S Todd
Fred & Donna Walsifer
Rose & Daisy
Richard Gessner
Fred S & Jane M. Loquasto
Richard Johnson
Frederick & Annette Tyszka Jullie Jefferey
Robert Kelly
Gail Robinson
Scout
Roger
Geraldine Lambrecht
Maya
Romano Peter
Gina Miloser
Ruth Baatnes
Ginny Arthur
Ruth Killian
Henry Hirsch
Sharon Osborn
Jack Harris
Sharon Courtney
Jaime Plank
Sharon Weckel
James & Jean Topercer
Sonja Errichiello
James & Gisela Gasior
Sonja Schipper
James Engbers
Stefan Ensler
James Flagg
Steven Payne
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Barky Bunch
Maui Schuster.
Gracie
Whitney, Brittany
Lisa Langeneckert
Suzy
Cooper AKA Cobra
Cody
Lucy and Ricky

Penelope & Honey
Syd, Seb, Abby & Moses
CoJo

Molly
Beau - Adopted 2006
Lola
All our wonderful Britts over 50
years

Molly!
Scout
Sassy, the Tripod dog

Baily
Katie, Amber, Molly & Cody

All my past dogs!
Sullly & Beaumont
Misty & Britt
Dillion & Jake
Milo

Missy Shyanne

Silver Level Contributor (Contined)
Jamie Kopp
Jane Fitzwilliam
Janis Pollock
Jason Eppler
Jeff Kuse
Jill Martin
Jim & Peggy Slosnerick
Jim Applefield
Jim Page
Joan & Gary Fogarty
Joann & Walt Jackson

Woody
Kramer

Buddy

Stella & Maggie
Shelby

Susan Gleiner
Terry & Randi Wixon
Terry Lobelsky
The Rev. Judith Meier
Tom Barnett
Trudy Engel
Veronica Odom
Whitney Rivas
William Bair
William Eardley
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Nellie
Missy
Bridget
Trudy's Britt

Duke

Dug, the poodle, Tim the dad, Daisy the britt, Dixi the Terrier and Pat the mom
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BRITTANYS CONTINUE TO NEED YOUR
HELP!
2020 will be a year most of us would like to forget.
With all of the events vying for our attention, NBRAN
volunteers continue to focus on helping our beloved
dogs. At the beginning of October, NBRAN was notified
of a number of dogs that needed assistance. In spite of the threat of illness due to COVID, our
wonderful volunteers did not hesitate to jump to action to help these poor dogs.
A 70 year old gentleman had 26 dogs on property that had no running
water or electricity. To supplement the deer carcasses being fed to the
dogs, a Good Samaritan took food and bottled water out to them. She
contacted NBRAN with the owner’s consent
to see if we could help them. NBRAN took
the Brits/Brit mixes and worked with other
breed rescues to take the others. These
dogs had never been vetted and had
limited human contact.
They have now received needed medical
care and are being nurtured and evaluated
in loving foster homes.
NBRAN spent
thousands of dollars helping these dogs. But saving these dogs (and
many more like them) and finding great homes for them is our mission.

The adoption fees typically do not come close to covering the cost of the services
these dogs receive when they come into our care, especially the poor neglected
souls like these. This is where your help is needed!

The last NBRAN Fund Raising Letter was sent out in 2019. It is now a year later and the hard times we
have all seen in 2020 are depleting our reserves and our ability to assist in future emergencies and
other dogs in need. Your monetary assistance is greatly appreciated!
NBRAN volunteers are the backbone of our organization. They donate their time
and money to help in the rescue, care and transport of these dogs. Your tax
deductible donations go directly toward vet care, vaccinations, medicine, health
supplies, and specialized surgeries required by many of the rescued dogs. Many of
our vets discount their services. Transportation is donated by our drivers. Foster homes provide
food, toys, treats, and love, but Brittanys NEED Your Help!
Please detach the bottom of this letter and insert it with your donation in the
enclosed envelope, or contribute directly online via our website by clicking the
DONATE NOW link.
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -

YES, Count me in. I would like to help homeless Brittanys find their forever homes!
Enclosed is $__________ to help care for a Brittany. Mail your tax-deductible donation to: NBRAN,
PO Box 5046, Greensburg, PA 15601-5058. You can also donate online by clicking the DONATION
link at: https://nbran.org/donate/2020-capital-campaign. Do you have a donation matching
campaign at work? Contact NBRAN President Susan Spaid (brittsrgr8@gmail.com) for details to set
this up !

Name: ___________________________________Address:____________________________________
City: _________________________State:______ Zip: _______ Phone Number: (____) - ____ - ______
E-mail_____________________________ My gifts in honor of/in memory of_______________________

The first 100 Donations of $250 or more will also receive a 2021 NBRAN calendar. Please donate today!! Thank you for caring!
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NBRAN Officers

Do you want to share your pictures or story?

Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, whcanney@yahoo.com
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net and email
your story and pictures. We love sharing your story and
pictures about the newest member of your family!

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacherr Yvonne.nbran@gmail.com
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com
Jessica Stevenson jessica@thesouthernway.com

Social Media Team

If you shop using Amazon, please go to smile.amazon.com
and select National Brittany Rescue and Adoption Network.
A portion of your purchase is donated to NBRAN. You get
the same great deals and can support NBRAN at the same
time for no additional cost.

Kim Perez keperez00@gmail.com
Carol Chimera wolfrunbrittanys@gmail.com

Rescue Groups training or
issues Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Design - Kelly Killeen kak0402@optonline.net

Microchips

Shop the Dog Store at:

To Order info@nbran.org

https://shopthedogstore.com/collections/nbran-1

Online Store

The sale of NBRAN merchandise supports the
rescue.

Sofia Evangelista sofevangelista@gmail.com

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
Helen Tostevin htostevin@yahoo.ca

Web team Development

Want to get involved? Let us know if you would be
willing to help with ideas and design.

Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and want to
report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a confidential means
of doing so.

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Intakes

Placements

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

2017

296

2017

227

2018

341

2018

278

2019
Through Nov 30

371
274

2019
Through Nov 30

315
265
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234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

